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EMPs-Options
• Flexibility is the key aspect of the EMP provisions in the 

CFR.
 Additional  O3, NOx, NOy, or VOC measurement sites and/or 

schedules
 Enhanced upper air measurements:  sondes, aircraft, PANDORAs, 

RWPs, aerosol and ozone LIDAR, etc.

• State plans are due October 2019, although EPA ins 
encouraging early submittal by July 2018.

• States can submit individual plans or work together on 
joint plans, either sub-regional, regional or super-regional.
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EMPs-Progress to Date
• Still in the planning phase.

• There have been discussions on cooperative plans but very 
little traction gained so far.
 Lack of urgency and resources
 True EMP measurement are not what traditional NAAQS monitoring 

programs are about.
 Easier to do more of what we already know how to do
 Need involvement of a different group of actors than just monitoring 

chiefs and staff  to make a regional approach work
 Hard to formulate a plan when you don’t know how much money will be 

available
 Matching requirement could limit the extent of agency commitment.
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EMPs-Progress to Date
• Regional plans make sense.

 Rather than compete for a fixed pot of money, pooling of resources for an 
overarching approach will provide a bigger bang for the buck.

 Provides opportunities for leveraging additional funds.

• What is the best path forward? 
 Get Air Directors from several States (MD, PA, NY, CT, NJ, DE, VA, ???) to 

agree to have a major portion of EMP withheld  for a Regional EMP.
 Approach OAQPS and ask what EPA can do to leverage additional help to 

support an even larger effort (ORD, NOAA, NASA, Universities, NESCAUM, 
MARAMA).

 Create or designate an umbrella group to undertake coordinated planning 
and management activities.  This removes the burden from the state 
agencies.
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Recent Developments
• OWLETS Science Team and Planning meeting held at MDE two 

weeks ago.

• Future plans  (hopes) for OWLETS II in Maryland in 2018 and 
possibly Long Island Sound in 2019.

• Could potentially be the foundation for an OTR-wide EMP 
OWLETS in 2020 and beyond.

• Draft letter in preparation for OTC State Commissioners or 
possibly Governors soliciting support from NASA, NIST, NOAA 
and EPA for future OWLETS and EMPS.  
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